
History of the “Progressive Movement”-Part 1

A Review of the background information that leads to what is 
referred to as today’s “Progressive Movement” (~150 yrs. old)

• “Progressive” is an “umbrella term” that includes many individual 
groups that share some or most of the same globalist beliefs or goals

• They focus on their main views of “what is best” for the future world 
based on limited resources with an excessive world population

• Their dominant individual shared common belief is the requirement for 
”One controlling world government” (NWO)

• Their hubris believes that “They are the ones that should be in 
control!”

Part 1 will cover events to ~1960

"Liberty vs. Total Freedom...Liberty is freedom with morality"

Ron Kaminski - 3/16/20 Rev. 3/16/22



Our Human Nature History Impacting the “Progressive Movement”-Part 1

Our Human Nature has built in biases that shape society:

 Tribalism- association with those who have common beliefs/values: “racism” for 

outsiders

 Powerful drivers: "Fear" and "Greed" (envy is a catalyst)
• Minor levels can be a positive

• Excessive levels are usually a negative

 Narcissism, hubris evolves

 “Leader of the pack” syndrome, nepotism

 See the “Slippery Slope” chart: a history of societies and our human nature

 Why do new billionaires become “globalists”? See all the above

"For in order to turn the individual into a function of the State, his 
dependence on anything beside the State must be taken from 
him." - Carl Jung



Our Human Nature History Impacting the “Progressive Movement”-Part 1

What are the individual's interests for joining with the "Globalists"?
1. Money

2. Power

3. Control

4. "Good intentions"

The political/financial elites typically are driven mostly by #1-3 for 
their own personal greed

The "masses" are recruited by "Good Intentions": Save the earth, 
create a more happy and equal society, an attitude of gratitude...

Why do the Globalists Hate Capitalism?
Capitalism is bad because of its promotion of growth and 
it provides personal/class mobility!



Progressive/Globalist Objectives

These have been some of the common objectives of the various 
Progressive groups:

Progressives’ goals are promoted to centralize their global 

control:

 Global Depopulation: Population reduction (limit children): abortion, 

same sex relationships, eliminate sexual definitions…eugenics is a key 

strategy!

 Following the Marxist principles

 People must turn to government FIRST, not the “traditional family” 

(dismantle it!)

 Eliminate any religion not under government control. Targeting the 

Vatican (Catholic Church)…Eliminate the 1st Amendment in the US



Progressive/Globalist Objectives

(Continued)

Propaganda/Indoctrination strategies: centralize education, reduce family 

influence, “woke-ism”, identity division politics, “cancel culture”

Redefine "growth" to destroy/dismantle nationalism, economies, and 

individual governments for establishing the NWO (New World Order)

Use the UN to drive the “progressive changes “ through policies

Example:

The UN Population Fund (UNFPA) started operations in 1969 to assume 

a leading role within the UN system in promoting population programs, based 

on the human right of individuals and couples....as defined to support 

the NWO goals



Recognizing Brain Basics of Our Human Nature and History

Throughout history, man has struggled with advancement and our human 
nature. Whether its emotions or rational thinking, “Our human nature 
hasn’t changed for thousands of years, nor will it change!”

• Rise and fall of societies have followed the same patterns…

• This includes tribal units, empires, kingdoms, dictatorships, or “pure 
democracies”

• Tribal unit “conflicts” are inherent in our nature: tribe vs. tribe, kingdom vs. 
kingdom, country vs. country, rich vs. poor, two class societies….

• Even today in sports: “tribalism” emotions, it's team vs. team conflicts!

• Many of these conflicts are often referred to as “racism” today

• Basic human drivers are greed vs. fear, and the brain responses are always 
the same



Recognizing Brain Basics of Our Human Nature and History

Often, we may start with good intentions, but our Human Nature 
prevails

• Anytime there is “a concentration of power, the temptation is for 
greater control”

• Our greed takes over…. and hubris results
• “We think we are smarter than anyone else, therefor we know what’s 

best for them!”
• Definition of Greed: A selfish desire for more of something (such as 

money, power, fame, recognition, etc.) than is needed

The “Progressive Movement” is just another classic example of this!

"Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely"- Lord Acton, 1887



Historic View of Evolution to Two Class Societies



Historic Theme: Using “Good Intentions” vs. Our Human Nature

Summary of today’s (Part 1) Presentation’s Key Points:

• The official journey starts in the mid 1870s with “Darwinism”

• The main goal is to deal with diminishing resources (food supply) and 
over population to “save the earth”
• Develop a New World Order (NWO)

• Power/control is established by the “globalist elites”

• The 1st major strategy focus was on “eugenics”. By the 1950s, this 
strategy started losing favor

• Then the 2nd major strategy was developed in the late 1960s to focus on 
the “climate” to instill fear and get submission by the general population

• Now, “The Great Reset” is the latest strategy focusing/using a Pandemic



Recognizing Brain Basics of Our Human Nature and History

Today, “The Great Reset” is the latest strategy is focusing on a "pandemic" 
to expand and establish total global control with a new economic system

There are also many minor supportive strategies for the “umbrella” groups

Event Progressive Periods are sequenced by core strategies:

• 1st) Pre-1900, 1900-1912, 1913-1929, 1930-1950 , 1951-1960,

• 2nd) 1960-1992, 1993-2010s

• 3rd ) 2010s- Today



“Progressive Movement” is Divided into Phases

The sequences of the evolution to be reviewed:
• Key pre-1860 events (”seeds”) leading to the Progressive Movement

• Darwinism formation Phase (~1859-1890)

• Phase 1 (1890 to mid-1950s) of the Progressive Movement
o Groups come together to consolidate goals
o Key strategy is to build on “Eugenics”

• Phase "Chaos" (mid-1950s- 1970) Strategy Disruption and the Regrouping
o “Eugenics” loses favor….the 1960s was a decade of “progressive” chaos!
o Various issues debated and themes/tactics are considered to the “Rebranding”

• Phase 2 (1970-2010) Rebranded Strategy
o Various groups (such as WEF) consolidated under the “Progressive Umbrella”
o Main strategy of “Man Driven Global Climate” is chosen
o Various social issues added to goals as support strategies

Phase 3 (2010-Today) “The Great Reset” Pandemic Strategy



Seeds for the “Progressive Views” Started With the “Enlightenment” 

The concepts for the “progressive movement” are not new. Concern for 
the future of Earth and mankind has been inherent in societies.

Population control isn’t new: Although philosophers have contemplated 
the meaning and value of “eugenics” (controlling the population) at least 
since recorded history:

• Every Spartan child was inspected by the council of elders to determine 
if each was fit to live

• Plato recommended a state-run program of mating intended to 
strengthen the guardian class in his Republic (~375 BC)

• In ancient Rome, a Roman father was obligated by law to immediately 
terminate the life a child if physically disabled



Seeds for the “Progressive Views” Started With the “Enlightenment” 

Then, a major shift and a consolidation of ideas occurred with the 
“Enlightenment” period:

• The “Enlightenment” period started in the early 1700s

• It challenged superstition and intellectual thinking by adding 
power of reason, skeptical analysis, and use of scientific methods

• This created major advances in the sciences, education in general, 
and modernizing societies



Some More Key “Seeds” of the Progressive Movement

• In 1776, the Bavarian “Illuminati” was announced as an operating 
society of secret groups in Europe. The most important political tenet 
in this society was the abolition of private property, religious “abuses” 
and abuses of power in local states. Establish their central control.

• “Essay on the Principle of Population” (1798) by Thomas Robert 
Malthus, an English cleric and scholar influential in the fields of 
political economy and demography. 
oMalthus observed that an increase in a nation's food production improved the 

well-being of the populace.

o The improvement was temporary because it led to population growth, which 
in turn restored the original per capita production level.

oPopulation growth therefore prevented real progress towards a 
utopian society

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia


Formation of the “Progressive Movement” Starts with Darwin

Charles Darwin (1809- 1882) was an English naturalist whose scientific 
theory of evolution by natural selection became the foundation of 
modern evolutionary studies.

• First shocked was religious Victorian society by suggesting that animals 
and humans shared a common ancestry.

• A biology trip around the world 1831-1836 on the HMS Beagle
collected many samples of plants and animals

• He was the author of “Journal of Research During HMS Beagle’s Voyage 
Around the World”

• Darwin then wrote “On the Origin of Species” in 1859, a book that has 
deeply influenced modern Western society and thought.

He brought forward the idea that all species of life have evolved over 
time from common ancestors.

https://www.britannica.com/science/scientific-theory
https://www.britannica.com/science/evolution-scientific-theory
https://www.britannica.com/science/natural-selection


Darwin’s Original Manuscript
Note the extended title which is 
often not reported. It is the 
alternate explanation listed on his 
1859 book:

“….OR THE 

PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED 
RACES IN The STRUGGLE FOR LIFE”



Formation of the “Progressive Movement” Starts with Darwin

• English biologist Thomas Henry Huxley coined the term “Darwinism” in 
April 1860.

• Darwinism is a theory of biological evolution developed by the English 
naturalist Charles Darwin and others:

• All species of organisms arise and develop through the natural 
selection of small, inherited variations 

• This increases the individual's ability to compete, survive, and 
reproduce. 

When globalist demand, “We must reduce the population in the world!”….Respond to them, “You First!”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Henry_Huxley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_selection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reproduction


Formation of the “Progressive Movement” Starts with Darwin

• “Social Darwinism” is the idea that a person’s place in society 
(whether upper class, middle class etc.) was solely due to your 
fitness or genes. 

• KEY POINT: “Social Darwinism” is about applying the theory of 
evolution to social structures, and the justification for the “ruling 
class”

• A persons place in society, which is or will be a result of their genes

• As social Darwinist rationalizations of inequality gained popularity in 
the late 1800s and then continued into the 20th century

• British scholar Sir Francis Galton (a half-cousin of Darwin) launched a 
new “science” aimed at improving the human race by ridding society 
of its “undesirables.” He called it eugenics.

• Eugenics literally means “good creation” in Greek



Eugenics Becomes a Key Strategy for Population Reduction/Control

Progressive (Globalist) groups adapt “Eugenics” as a major strategic tool:

“Progressivism”  is a story repeated often in history to the detriment of 
mankind: a messianic utopian vision that can only be accomplished by 
the coercive power of government.

• Eugenics was a strategy soon embraced by many groups under the 
“progressive umbrella” for controlling population throughout the world.

• Eugenics is the idea that society can influence the course of human 
evolution by allowing preferable genes to be passed on to future 
generations, while discouraging non preferable ones.



Eugenics Becomes a Key Strategy for Population Reduction/Control

• Eugenics was the concept for improving groups of people:

It was also embraced by some groups as justifying their “racism” (such 
as KKK)

Eugenics also justified our human nature bias toward “tribalism”

Others saw it as a way to improve/control individual traits

Society to encourage or make people with preferable genes reproduce

Society discourages or stops people with non-preferable genes from 
reproducing

The ultimate result will be selected human groups for a smaller global 
population

• This also fit their concept of limited resources (such as food) for their 
controlling a much smaller global population



Eugenics Becomes a Key Strategy for Population Reduction/Control

• The progressives saw themselves as the leaders for controlling a 
coming “one world government” or a New World Order (NWO)!

Eugenics was the key strategy for the early 20th century 
“Progressive Movement”

"When the search for truth is confused with political advocacy, the pursuit of 
knowledge is reduced to the quest for power."- Alston Chase



Review of Some Events Pre-1900

The US was making social progress with post-Civil War events. For example, 
many government departments including the military were becoming 
integrated. Such as:

• A former slave, Henry O. Flipper graduated from West Point in 1877, the first African 
American to graduate from the prestigious school. He was assigned to Ft. Verde as an 
officer in 1877.

• The US military was being desegregated…

Then, Eugenics then started growing and became a powerful social force:

• Jim Crow laws were state and local laws that enforced racial segregation in 
the Southern United States.

• All were enacted in the late 19th and early 20th centuries by white 
Democratic-dominated state legislatures after the Reconstruction period

• Jim Crow laws were upheld in 1896 in the case of Plessy vs. Ferguson, in 
which the U.S. Supreme Court laid out its "separate but equal" legal 
doctrine for facilities for African Americans



List of Some Events Supporting Progressive (Globalist) Movement (1900-1960)

1902- Stanford University president David Starr Jordan originated the notion 
of "race and blood" in his 1902 racial epistle "Blood of a Nation," in which the 
university scholar declared that human qualities and conditions such as talent and poverty 
were passed through the blood.

1904- Carnegie Institution established a eugenics laboratory complex at Cold 
Spring Harbor on Long Island that stockpiled millions of index cards on ordinary 
Americans, as researchers carefully plotted the removal of families, bloodlines and whole 
peoples for providing information to legislatures

1911 -Turkey established gun control. From 1915-1917, 1.5 million Armenians, unable to 
defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

1913 -1921 Woodrow Wilson elected first progressive president that wanted 
government involved in all areas of our lives. Wilson was a segregationist who had written 
a history textbook praising the Confederacy and the Ku Klux Klan.

1913- Wilson allows the military and Federal departments to resegragate

1913- The Federal Reserve Bank is established. The current federal income tax law 
passed

https://www.history.com/news/woodrow-wilson-racial-segregation-jim-crow-ku-klux-klan


List of Some Events Supporting Progressive (Globalist) Movement (1900-1960)

1920- League of Nations was established to promote international 

cooperation and peace. It was proposed by Woodrow Wilson but the US 

never joined the League...it was powerless and it was dissolved in 1946,

1924– Immigration quotas were established which restricts Asians

1927- Buck v. Bell Supreme Court decision that upheld Virginia’s statute 
permitting compulsory sterilization (eugenics) for those deemed to be 
“feebleminded” and “unfit.”

1929 -The Soviet Union established gun control. From 1929 to 1953, 
approximately 20 million dissidents, unable to defend themselves, were 
rounded up and exterminated.



Then, the “Dark Days” of The Great Depression

The “Dark Days” of The Great Depression were good 
years for bigotry and ignorance

• Globalist eugenics laws were applying eugenics to two 
Canadian provinces, and also widely spread across Europe. In 
the US, 30 U.S. states applied laws to sterilize the unfit.

• Eugenics’ successful growth was due in large measure to the 
fierce financial support of the Rockefeller Foundation, 
Carnegie Foundation, and other non-profit foundations, plus 
publications such as the science magazine Nature, which had 
been created in 1865 by T.H. Huxley’s X Club.

• The Rockefeller Foundation went onto fund German eugenics 
(1933), and most specifically the rising star of “human 
improvement” Joseph Mengele.

https://historyofrights.ca/encyclopaedia/main-events/eugenics/
https://www.uvm.edu/~lkaelber/eugenics/
https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796


Then, the “Dark Days” of The Great Depression   

The global fact is that eugenics as a racist quasi-science had 
attained a near religious adherence across much of the western 
political and scientific establishment of the west, examples:

• With leading adherents across England, such as Sir Winston Churchill, British 
Fascists Sir Oswald Mosley and King Edward VIII,were boasting the importance 
of the “purification of the race”.

• France’s Vichy regime had embraced eugenics under the leadership of rabidly 
anti-Semitic Field Marshall Petain

• Censorship in Germany was the key to controlling the populace and 
Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels eagerly took control of the news, 
literature, film making, theater, music and all forms of broadcasting…(sound 
familiar??)

https://eugenicsarchive.ca/discover/connections/5233dc9e5c2ec500000000c5
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13619462.2016.1144511?src=recsys&journalCode=fcbh20


List of Some Events Supporting Progressive Movement (1900-1960)

1932- FDR is elected as the 2nd progressive president

1932 – US started sending immigrants back home. More leave than arrive.

1932- New York hosted the Third Eugenics Conference co-sponsored by William Draper 
Jr (JP Morgan banker, head of General Motors and leading figure of Dillon Read and co) 
and the Harriman family. This conference brought together leading eugenicists from around 
the world who came to study America’s successful application of eugenics laws.

1933- While housing discrimination has always existed, the FDR administration 
made housing discrimination against blacks Federal government policy.

1933- The Rockefeller Foundation helped found/establish the German eugenics 
program. The CA eugenic programs were used as a model. They sent support to Germany to 
help Hitler formally establish their eugenics program

1935- China established gun control. From 1948 to 1952, 20 million political dissidents, 
unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

1936- The German Supreme Court rules that Jews are not people under their constitution. 
The allows the Holocaust to start.

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/10/19/498536077/interactive-redlining-map-zooms-in-on-americas-history-of-discrimination


List of Some Events Supporting Progressive Movement (1900-1960)

1938- Germany established gun control and from 1939 to 1945, 6 to 
7 million Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, the mentally ill, and
plus millions of Christians who were unable to defend themselves, 
were rounded up and exterminated.

1939- Margaret Sanger (founder of Planned Parenthood) organized 
her "Negro project," a program designed to eliminate members of 
what she believed to be an "inferior race." “We don’t want the word to 
go out that we want to exterminate the Negro population…”- Margaret 
Sanger, letter to Dr. Clarence J. Gamble, December 10, 1939, page 2



List of Some Events Supporting Progressive Movement (1900-1960)

1942- FDR’s Executive Order forced the internment of 
Japanese Americans. Approximately two-thirds of those interned 
were U.S. citizens.

1944- Karematsu v. United States -The Supreme Court ruled 
(6-3) FDR's executive order was Constitutional allowing persons 
of Japanese ancestry to be sent to internment camps.

1944- Bretton Woods Agreement between 44 nations led by US's 
Harry Dexter White (1st Director of the IMF later charged as a 
USSR spy) and UK's Lord John Maynard Keyes ( a strong 
eugenicist)



List of Some Events Supporting Progressive Movement (1900-1960)

1945- United Nations established after WWII with aim of preventing future wars. 
UN replaced the ineffective League of Nations. Over the next decades, their 
emphasis shifted to social and economic programs.

1948- President Harry S. Truman signed Executive Order 9981 on July 26, 1948, 
calling for the desegregation of the U.S. Armed Forces. Under pressure with the 
coming 1948 elections, he needed the black vote. Why Harry Truman Ended 
Segregation in the US Military in 1948 – HISTORY

1947-The CIA begins its study of LSD as a potential weapon for use by 
American intelligence. Human subjects (both civilian and military) are used with 
and without their knowledge.

1949- U.S. Army begins 20 years of simulated germ warfare attacks against 
American cities, conducting at least 239 open air tests. see Chemtrail's

History showed that eugenics was often used by man to justify atrocities 
against man.

https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/harry-truman
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/president-truman-ends-discrimination-in-military
https://www.history.com/news/harry-truman-executive-order-9981-desegration-military-1948
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_chemtrails.htm


List of Some Events Supporting Progressive Movement (1900-1960)

1950s- As decolonization spread, 80 former colonies gained 
independence and joined the UN (a major setback for the Globalists). 
Many of these countries had histories of genocide and eugenic abuse 
experiences.

1950s- The Cold War is underway pitting Marxist states against 
Western democratic freedom oriented countries





The Progressive "Disarray" Evolves in the 1950s

Summary: The end of WWII exposed many abuses by governments.

• This led to an awakening to “centralized government control” abuses.

• Many governments would soon use “good intentions” to foster 
socialism/communism to maintain control
• USSR, China, Venezuela, Cuba, etc.
• Globalists liked the Marxist philosophy, but not the separate countries

• The rise of the civil rights groups continues the undermining of the 
Progressives/Globalists’ main “eugenics strategy”.

• This chaos was occurring worldwide causing their loss of influence and 
control.

• In the US, ACLU gained influence.



Summary: History of the Progressive/Globalist Movement-Part 1

By the 1960s, the Progressives’ eugenics strategy was falling apart and they 
needed to rebrand their movement. Their goals/intentions remained the same, 
but their image suffered.

• Economies were growing and the global population increasing!

• Eugenics has been used to justify “Man’s atrocities against man”!

• Eugenics efforts were played down and not discussed openly

• “Cultural change” efforts were increased

• Infiltration of public institutions and the UN increased. New recruiting and new 
organizations were needed to influence/control policy issues

• Propaganda plans expanded

• New strategies were now needed to establish global control!

This set the stage for Phase 2- “Climate Strategy”


